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Foreword
The concept of using reflective surfaces within the layers of cold weather
clothing ensembles to improve their insulating effectiveness has had considerable
appeal since the early 1940's. A certain fraction of the heat transfer through
clothing occurs because of thermal radiation exchange between layers at different
temperature, the amount depnding on such factors as fabric porosity, weave, and
spacing between layers. Reflective layers which emit and absorb this radiation
poorly can, in theory, reduce radiant losses and provide increased insulation. Much
of the early pioneering work was done by Prcf. Alan C. Burton of Canada in
connection with protection of military personnel against the cold. Irvestigations
were also pursued by the Climatic Research Laboratory, Office of the Quartermaster General- Work was terminated because little benefit of reflectives in
actual clothing could be demonstrated, despite encouraging laboratory findings.
The subject was reopened in the 1950's by a commercial textile manufacturer, who
employed direct vacuum deposition of aluminum on fabrics. No tangible benefits
could be shown for these products when used in military clothing, although they are
still being marketed for use in women's apparel, primarily because of their
aesthetic appeal.
Interest in application of reflectives in military cold weather clothing was
revived in 1968, despite past failures, primarily because low density polyester
battings, which obviously al.owed considerable radiation exchange, had replaced the
heavier, more dense materials previously employed in garment liners, mittens, etc.
It was reasoned at that time that, since the substitution of polyester battings had
apparently not hid an adverse effect on cold weather clothing protection, use of
reflectives to minimize radiant exchange in the • ..tting should produce important
increases in insulating value. This Institute at that time initiated studies, using
electrically heated insulation measuring apparatus such as a guard ring flat plate
and copper manikin, to establish the design requirements for maximal benefits from
reflectives. Initially, work was concerned with placement of reflective layers for
maximal effect and development, in collaboration with USANARADCOM clothing
personnel, of a vapor-permeable reflective.
_ater, after repeated failures to
obtain important insulation improvement in clothing by including reflectives, the
investigation was redirected toward explaining the causes of failure and suggesting
remedial action.
The results of this latter phase of the work have important
implications which should be considered in any future proposal to employ
reflectives in military clothing or personal equipment for cold weather applications.
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Abstract
A physical analysis based on the laws of radiant energy transfer has been
employed to indicate conditions under which metallized, reflective layers in fabric
systems would be most likely to improve their insulating properties. This analysis
suggests that such layers can be effective in reducing heat loss by radiation
exchange through open-structured materials such as polyester batting, but have
little potential when used in systems of densely-packed fibers or foam insulation,
where radiation exchange is not a major factor. These indications were verified by
insulation measurements, made on a guard ring flat plate apparatus, on a variety of
polyester batting systems containing reflective layers of aluminum foil, metallized
plastic films, or metallic foils bonded to cloth under pressure (which fragmented
the foil and made the reflective vapor permeable).
Maximal effectiveness of
reflectives was found when the systems were uncompressed, and had relatively thin
batting layers with a metallic face next to each batting surface, i.e., two
reflectives facing each other across every batt. In a system comprising two 68
g/mr
%2 oz/yd ) polyester batts, replacement of non-reflective layers between
batts with four metallized films increased insulating value from 3.3 clo to 6.1 c1o,
an 85% improvement.
However, substitution of film rellectives in systems
containing 2 layers of 1.3 cm polyurethane foam increased insulation only 0.5 cdo,
or about 7% in this 7 cdo system.
Failure to demonstrate similar benefits by adding reflective layers in the
polyester liners of standard Arctic uniforms and mittens (10% maximal increase in
insulating value) was explained by studying compressed batting systems on the flat
plate. Stitching polyester batting systems containing reflectives into 10 cm rows
and squares virtually eliminated all benefits of reflective layers. It was shown
that, in reality, uncompressed batting provided only about 70% as much insulation
as conventional moderately dense fabrics, which allow little radiant heat loss;
ref lectives simply minimized these losses in batting and made its thermal insulation
per unit thickness almost the same (within 10%) as for denser fabrics. Compressing
the batting made it more dense, and reduced both the radiant losses and the
benefits possible with reflective layers. Under moderate to heavy pressure, batting
used with reflectives provided 1.8 clo of insulation per cm thickness, only 16%
higher than the 1.6 clo/cm found with most moderately dense textiles (without
ref lec ives). Corrugated netting spacers placed next to the batting to reduce
compression from stitching did not improve the clo/cm with ref lectives but showed
promise by minimizing the reduction in thickness and consequent loss of insulation
under pressure.

iv

mu odki•t ion
The concept of using reflective metallized layers in cold weather clothing to
reduce the heat loss from radiation exchange has had considerable appeal since the
early 1940's. l1urton (1) in t94 1 found that metallized surfaces facing each other

across an air space reduced long-wave (i.e. thermal) radiation effects. by up to 42%.
Later, 11. I.
Army research on air layers (14) showed even greater effects of
reflective layers, with an 80% increase in insulation value. Fourt (9) found that
two metal layers facing into an open knit fabric were also highly beneficial. On the
other hand, B~urton (3,4,12) found only a 15% improvement with ref lectives facing a
space filled with kapok or packed fibers. He also observed (3) that the reflecting
power of a

fabric depended on the particle

size of the metal used to coat it;

reflecting power ranged from 7SA%for 250 micron particles to only 18% when the
mean particle sime was I micron. This explains why certain commercial tabrics
metallized by vacuum deposition have failed to show any promise for reducing
ra diation tmansfer through clothing (3).
I Intil

recently. attempts to show beneficial effects from reflective layers in

actual cold weather clothing or sleeping gear have met with little success; the
insulation gains derived did not justify further effort, and the approach was
virtually abandoned between 19Ss and the late 1960's. However, two events have
since dictated reassessment of the potential for metallized surfaces, namely (a)
development by st veral manufacturers of highly reflective films and fabrics,
including a reflective blanket which has been publicly accepted, and (b) a change in
the lining materials in UI.S. cold weather garments, from heavy, dense insulating
fabrics to very low density polyester battings.
The latter development greatly
increases the potential importance of metallized layers since, with reduced fiber
density, radiant transfer plays a nmich more important role (9). Studies, extending
over a 6-year period, were therefore conducted to evaluate various manufactured
reflectives, reveal the configurations under which optimal benefits might be
expected, and establish methods of incorporating these metallized surfaces into
practical clothing items to obtain significant improvements in insulation capabilities.
The purpose of this report is to summarime the results of these studies and, by'

defining the requirements for successful application of reflective layers in a
clothing system, provide a basis for designing clothing with significantly improved
insulating characteristics.
The analysis of radiation traisfer, and the role of
reflective layers in reducing it, should help the clothing designer avoid pitfalls
which, in the past, have prevented the realization of the maximal potential of
radiation barriers in clothing and other protective items used by the soldier. This
contribution is especially vital in view of the many attempts to employ reflectives,
each of which has resulted in almost complete failure to achieve meaningful
improvement in protection.
Theoretical Considerations
In the absence of wind, or air currents set up by body motion, sensible heat
transfer (i.e. that associated with a temperature difference) through a moderatelv
dense fabric occurs mainly by conduction through the layer of air trapped by the

fibers (10, I I) and by thermal convection set up by the temperature gradient across
the fabric. The conduction component is a function of the thermal conductivitv of

air, while the convection -ominent is related to the density (buoyancy)
B~urton (4) has noted that fiber
differenc-es in the trapped air layer (18,21).

conduction is not a major avenue for heat loss, except in very dense fabrics, since
the fiber cross-sectional area in a given plane Is only a small fraction of the total
area; indeed, garments of comparable thickness of steel wool provide only about
12% less insulation than those of wool. As one may deduche from an analysis of the
conductive - convective processes involved, the insulating values of moderately
dense fabrics are reasonably independent of density and type of fiber employed.
Experimental measurements on flat, single and multiple fabric systems consistently
indicate insulating values in the vicinity (within + 15%) of 4 clo (13) pr Inch (1.6
d'o per cm) of thickness (5,1 I). Most of the varlition can be traced to differences
in fiber orientation (slightly lower values with the fibers perpendicular to the heat
flow than when they' are parallel) and, to some small degree, to variations in fiber
It does not appear that increased density reduces thermal convection;
density,
insulation value generally falls as density increases beyond a certain point while
reduced convection wo,,id lower heat loss, i.e. raise Insulation.
Where the textile fabric has a low fiber density, as in polyester batting,
another avenue ot heat transfer, namely radiant heat echanzge, be•comes
Low density does not markedly reduce the ability of the fibers to
important
immobilize air if there are no external [ressures from wind, etc. However, the
probability is increased that radiation emitted by an outside souirce (sutch s an
adjacent layer) or from one of the fibers will travel a considerable distance before
it is intercepted and absorbed by another fiber or surface at a different
temperature. The net result is a transfer of heat from one point to the other. This
potential tor radiant transfer in a low density batting is readily apparent if one
holds the batting up to a light. Many tree paths for transmission of light, i.e.
visible radiation, throigh the material may he seen- these paths are also available
to the Invisible thermal radiation emitted by any source above absolute Zero
temperature. Becaause of this additional mode of heat transfer, it is reasonable to
expect that low density battings in an urncompressed state are less effective as
insulators than moderate density fabri s; i.e., they, may provide considerably less
than 4 cIo of insulation per inkch thickness. This reduction in effectiveness has,
strangely, not been demonstrated in comparing cold weather clothing ensembles
and handwear invcorlxrating batting liners with other systems employing more dense
lining materials. For example, the insulation of the c-urrent standard UI.S. Army
,A\rxtic uniform, which has polvester b.tting parka anil tr•iser liners, measures 4.1
c to on a standing coppet manikin in calm (0.1 m - s ) air, a value which is almost
identical with that obtained on the ,.arlier standard ensemble, which employed
relatively dense liners at least as thick as the current liners. Of course, the batting
liners are stitched together, and the rplyester fibers may be compressed in the
process, producing a denser material with less potential for radiant heat transfer.
It sh••ld also be noted that much of the insulating value of an ensemble in "still"
air is provided by" the air lavers between adjacewt garments. We have, in fact,
demonstrated that substitution of a thin fabric for a liner in an ,,Arctlc ensemble has
practically no effect on the static instilating value measured with the Copper
manikin (2).
Radiation heat transfer between fabri, layers
The principles of radiation heat transfer in ai fabric c-an best be understood by

considering the idealized situation in which two infinite parallel
temperatures T and T2 , respectively, are separated by a finite distance.
assumed, initially, that these planes are true blackbodies; i.e., that they
radiation incident upon them. A blackbody is also a perfect emitter of
with emissive power Eb, as defined by the Stefan-Boltzmann law (19):
Eb =aT4
where

planes at
It will be
absorb all
radiation,

Equation I

Eb

emissive power of a blackbody, W

T

absolute temperature, degrees Kelvin

2

b = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 xI0m-8 W- in

2

. T"

Since each plane absorbs all the radiation emitted by the other, the net radiation
transfer from plane 1 to plane 2 is:
R net = EbI - Eb2 = (T
- T 2)
1
-2
where Rnet is the net exchange in W, m

Equation 2

A true blackbody rarely occurs in nature although it is closely approximated
under certain conditions. It is not necessarily black in color, but is simply one
which obeys Equation I for the spectrum of radiaion bein 4 considered. For longwave thermal radiation (wavelengths between 10- and 10
meters for exchanges
between man and his envi-onment), a surface coated with lampblack is almost a
perfect blackwody. Human skin, flat paint of any color, and most textiles are also
almost "black" at these wavelengths (17).
Departure of a surface from ideal blackbody characteristics reduces the
emissive power, and the percer.tage of incident radiation which is absorbed, by a
common factor called the emissivity .
Emissive power, E for a non-blackbody
source, is accordingly:

E = Ec T4

Equation l(a)

The value of emissivity c may range from 0, for a perfect reflector, to I for an
ideal blackbody.
In the case of radiant heat ,ra~"fer between fabric layers, where neither of
the parallel planes is a blackbodv,, the radiant exchange will be reduced since
neither plane emits maximally for "S I.Mn.,-*rature nor absorbs all the radiation it
receivefrom the other plane. To illustrate, the radiation absorbed by plane 2 is
E aT1I (i.e. that emitted by plane i) times C.
The radiation which is not
allsorbed, (0 - e 2)(e a T ), is reflected back towird plane 1. An analysis of this
case produces the relatively simple expression for net radiant transfer:
Rnet

(T211

T?

Equation 3

For two planes with emissivities of 0.9 (i.e. 90% "black") their "combined
emissivity" c c is 0.82, i.e.,

3

3(a)

S=lEquation

I
1.2222

= 0.82

is 82% of that for blackbody planes (where c C
and the net radiant exchange R
I). If the planes are of polishednh'i~tal with emissivities of 0.05, the net exchange is
only 2.6% (0.026) of the transfer with blackbodies. From this, it may be seen that
radiant exchange across an air layer between two layers of fabric may be greatly
reduced if their surfaces have low emissivity, i.e. are "reflective". The same is
true if the outer surface of a fabric system is metallized to make it reflective. It
should be noted that in this case C2, the emissivity of the surroundings, will
probably be near 0.9; this will increase the "combined emissivity" for the surface surroundings system, i.e., the reciprocal of the denominator in Equation 3, to
perhaps 0.05.
Radiation heat transfer within a single fabric layer
In a textile fabric, or batting, the space between the two surfaces of a single
The effect cf such
fabric layer Is subdivided by many thin, fiber "planes".
subdivision on radiant heat trnsfer may be shown with our parallel plane model by
interposing a third plane to divide the original spacing into two equal parts. If the
emissivities of all the planes are equal, the absolute temperature of the middle
plane (T 3 ) will be governed by the relationship:
+T 2 )

T3

Equation 4

and, since the net radiant transfers from plane I to plane 3 and from plane 3 to
plane 2 must be equal, the transfer between the original planes I to 2, is:
R net

1/2o(T 1 4 _ T"2 4
I/I + l!e2-I
nt

Equation 3(b)

which is half that given by Equation 3 (20). If an additional plane is inserted
between planes I and 3 and also one between 3 and 2, the net exchange is reduced
to one-quarter of the original, and still further additions produce further
reductions. Thus, it is evident that the more densely the fibers in a fabric are
packed, the lower the net radiant heat transfer across the fabric layer will be, for a
given temperature gradient. In a dense fabric, there are so many "planes" of fibers,
each at a temperature only slightly different from the adjacent "planes", that R
across the fabric layer must be extremely small. Therefore, low emissivity fliR
coatings, or highly reflective surfaces in contact with the fabric, can obviously
have little or no effect since there is practically no radiant heat transfer to block.
Of course, a reflective film not in direct contact with the fabric will still cause
some reduction in heat transfer since a finite, measurable temperature difference
exists across the air space between the film surface and the fabric surface; their
emissivities therefore affect the amount of radiation transfer which results.
In materials where fiber density is extremely low, such as polyester battings,

4

the effective distance, and the temperature differeoxe between any two fiber
"planes", is relatively large. Fibers in one "plane" may exchange radiation with
fibers in other distant "planes", or even with surfaces completely outside the
batting. Reflective surfaces facing the batting obviously can be effective in
reducing radiant heat exchange between internal fibers and outside surfaces, and
also for reflecting radiation which originates outside the batting and passes
completely through it without being intercepted by the relatively few fibers.
However, reflective coatings on the fibers themselves may provide only limited
benefits, since radiation incident on a fiber would be scattered in all directions
rather than being reflected back toward the emitting source.
Some of this
scattering would be in a forward direction, i.e., a continuation of the original
radiation path; other rays would experience multiple reflections until a) their
energy was all absorbed by the fibers, or b) they escaped from the batting. The net
result would be no better, and possibly worse, than with' non-reflective fibers.
Pratt (22) has observed for solar radiation, that penetration of pile materials was
greater when the fibers were light-colored, and thus reflected the radiation, than
when they were dark and immediately absorbed most of the radiation. Because
incoming solar radiation was reflected deeper into the pile by the light colored
fibers, net solar heating was actually higher than with the dark fibers, even though
the latter absorbed more of the incident radiation.
Materials and Methods
Studies to assess the insulating effects of a variety of metallized reflective
layers in a fabric system were conducted primarily on an electrically-heated, guard
ring flat plate (7,15,16,21) located in a temperature and humidity controlled
cabinet. A few of the more promising systems identified on the flat plate were
subsequently duplicated in handwear and footwear items, or in the liners of experimental cold weather ensembles to assess whether the suggested benefits could be
provided in actual clothing; these items were measured on a 21-section copper
hand, a 12-section copper foot, or a single-section copper manikin, respectively.
The metallized layers employed included thin-film plastic layers with metallic
coatings deposited on one or both surfaces, conventional aluminum foils, and
special metallized fabrics produced by bonding a thin metallic foil to the fabric
under such heavy pressure that the foil was ruptured and forced into the fabric
interstices. This process provided an extensive metallic coating on the fabric,
while still not destroying its vapor permeability.
In addition to one or more ref lectve layers, the fabric systems contained one,
and sometimes two, layer of 68 gnmm (2 oz/yd ) staple-fiber polyester batting, or
two layers of 136 gm/m (4 oz/yd ) continuous filament polyester batting. Some
combinations were also made up using one or two layers of polyurethane foam,
rather than the less dense battings, to check on the benefits of reflective layers
with unusually dense materials. The reflectives in all these combinations were
placed in various positions, and orientations, with respect to the batting or foam
layers; i.e., beneath, between, and outside these layers, with the metallized
surface(s) facing both up and down in the systems. Other components, such as thin
layers at the system surface, and various textiles between the plate and the bottom
batting layer, were employed in some cases. Finally, control systems, with nonmetallized layers substituted for the reflectives, were utilized to establish the
magnitude of insulation impro'ement for a given placement and orientation of
ref lective layers.

2

Flat Plate Studies
la the flat plate studies, the plate was always used in a horizontal position
with the layers of the system resting upon it.
These studies can be divided into
three categories:
1) analysis of uncompressed systems; 2) measurements on
prepared systems held together either by rows of stitches spaced 10 cm (4") apart
or by lengthwise plus crosswise stitching which divided the sample into 10 cm x 10
cm squares; 3) measurements on compressed, unstitched systems.
In the first
series, the layers in the system were under no pressure other than that due to their
own weight. A light metal frame, 2.5 cm in width, was used to weigh down the
fabrics at the outside edge of the guard to minimize air penetration and lateral
flow through the system, but this compression at the very edge of the sample did
not alter the thickness of the system over the plate tes' section, a 25 crn x 25 cm
00" x 10") area in the center of the 53cm x 53cm (21" x 21") plate. Studies with
the edges of several s.ystems also sealed with tape established that the metal frame
was effective in preventing edge effects; at least, the results with the frame alone
were no different than those with the edges taped and the frame in place. In the
second series, the stitched 53 cm x 53 cm sample was simply placed on the plate,
and the metal frame set in place
Its weight was usually sufficient to close gaps
between the sample and the plate; if not, the gaps were plugged with smnall pieces
of polyester batting inserted at tile outside edge ot the guard. The third series,
designed to study the effectiveness of rcflective layers with higher density
polyester battings, was conducted by progressively increasing the weight on top of
the syste n to compress the batting. Initially systems which included two layers of
136, g/n continuous filament polyester were studied.
Uniform loading of the
sample was obtained by covering it with a square of hardware cloth (screening) with
wires on 1.3 cm (Y.") centers and then by a rigid 25 cm x 30 cm (14t" x 16") flat
cooling rack such as used in the kitchen for cooling cakes, etc. Where more than
the weight of the hardware cloth and rack was desired, equal weights were placed
at the four corners of the rack. Using this weighting systern, the thickness of the
sample over the test section was reduced to approximately 1/5 of its no-load value,
cort -sponding to a density increase of about five-fold in the polyester batts.
Subsequently, measurements were also made on weighted systerrn which i~cluded
semi-rigid corrugated netting spacers, in combination with 68 g/;n (2 oz/yd ) short
staple polyester batting, to assess the effectiveness of the spacers in preventing
compression, These measurements were undertaken after it became apparent tVat
the benefits of reflective layers were greatly reduced when they were used with
batting compressed either by weight or stitching used to hold a system together.
The procedures followed in the flat plate measurements were standard for
this device, which is shown schematically in Figure 1. It consists of a 25 cm x 25
crn (10" x 10") test section, on which calculations are based, surrounded by a 53 cm
x 53ncm (21" x 21") guard frame in the same horizontal plane. These two plates, of
blackened 3.2 mm (1/8") copper, are supported on a wood frame approximately 3.8
cm (0I2") above a 53 cm x 53 cm heated bottom plate. A uniform grid of #30 AWG
constantar. wire, cemented to the inner face of each plate, is supplied with power
from a proportional power controller connected to a thermistor sensor imbedded in
the plate. This arrangement permits controlled heating of each plate to a desired
temperature, with a maximum deviation from the set point of less than 0.05 0 C over
extended Deriods of time.
Each plate section is also fitted with a number of
imbedded #30 AWG thermocouples connected in parallel (5 in tl. test section, 8 in
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the guard, and 6 in the bottom) to obtain a representative mean temperature for
each. The test section is also equipped with two surface thermocouples in parallel
which indicate any discrepancy between the average internal test section
temperature and its surface temperature; this difference is usually insignificant,
except when the test section is bare or covered only by very thin fabrics, Two
additional thermocouples, one on the underside of the test suction and the other
directly beneath it on the top side of the bottom plate, are connected in series to
indicate any difference in temperature between the test and bottom inner surfaces;
during a measurement, the temperatures of these two surfaces are equalized (i.e.,
adjusted so that the output of the series couples is zero) to insure that the bottom
section is not supplying heat to the test section or vice versa. The chances of this
occurring are also minimized by packing the space between tihe topside (guard and
test) and the bottom plates with polyester batting.
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Figure 1:

Schematic diagram (side view) of Guard Ring Flat Plate. Test section A
is surrounded by guard section B. Bottomn section C prevents downward
heat loss from test section. Fabric under test is designated by D.

In operation, the test section is adjusted to about 33 0 C (approximating human
mean skin temperature) and the guard temperature to within 0.05 C of the test
section. This balance prevents lateral heat exchanges between the test and guard
section coverings and, with tile bottom section set as described above, permits the
assumption that, at equilibrium, the power required by the test section is exactly
equal to the heat transferred frown tile test section to the environment. Thus, the
), which includes that of tie fabric system (Iint) plus its
total insulation (I
overlying air layerW )), is
h
In

where

I

t

tot0

I

a

_- I t

6.4(,(Ts-

T )(A)

Equation

insulation of svstern plus air layer, clio units

Ts

average temperature of test section,

Ta

air temnperature, 0 C. 2

A

lest section area, in

7

C

P

heating Power to test section, W.

During measurements, the flat plate was positioned in the center of a 1.0
cubic meter temperature/hUmidity controlled cabinet; it rested on a 2.5 cm thick
layer of dense foam material (used to winimize heat losses from the bottom
section) supported on a tbular frame, which placed the test section approximately
46 cm (13") above the cabinet floor. Air movemeni across the surface of ths plate
was approximately 0.7 in-s , and chamber temperawure was set between 5 C and
25 C, depending on the thickness of the sample being studied. This temperature
adjustment was made according to the arbitrary guideline that power input to tle
test section be between 2 and 4 W; the thickest insulation systený required a 5 C
ambient temperature while thin (<5 mm) systems used the 25 C temperature.
After the test cabinet had stabilized, the temperatures of the three sections were
set as spc if ied above, and the entire system equilibrated for at leas, 3 hours.
Three to four sets of 1 5-minute measurements were then made, at approximately
4 5 -minute intervals, and an average insulating value was calculated from the values
for these individual runs.
During each run, the several plate and cabinet
"temperatures were periodically monitored using a precision, manulally balamn'ed
poteotiolneter, which was Connecxted to the therfincoouples through an ic" reterence
bath.
The plate temperatures were quite steady, but chamber air temperature
varied by f 0.1 0eC and had to he followed through several heating and cooling cvcles
before arriving at a representative average value for T
Power to the test section
was -onttinuously recorded, using a millivolt range strip chart r(N-order connite ted to
the output of a thermal wattmeter \hlii-h 'was placed in the c ircu it betweenl the test
section heater and its temperaturevcontroller.
This controller was somewhat
affected by voltage and frequkinc y transients on the power mains, and the recording
was not a steady straight line. The possibility of error in esti•nt ing the average
power level on the chart was estimated as 0.05 W, or about 2% when the power
level was near the 2 W lower limit. Increased accuracy in meahuring power -could,
in theory, have been obtained by operating the chamber at very cold temperattlt-es
for all runs (to require high pmoer inputs to the test section) but, with the resulting
high heat loss, the0 diflereil'e between the imbedded and suirt'ace couples bec amunacceptable (> 0.1 C) and thre was less assurance that the test
kection was at a
uniform temperature laterally.
This ot course would atts-Ct the adequacl'y ot
guarding by the guard plate, which would also show lateral variations Ill
templ)ratuire.
In making the
Walculations, the temperature I was taken as that measured at
the surface of the test section rather than that indicated b\. the average of the
imbedded th rS
rocouples. The ditferem-es in all experiments were generalhly quite
small (kO.05'C) and ise. ot either temnperaturre would have benl aCceptatble from .it
error standpoint, since the gradient (T - T1) was never less than 8"C.
Sample thitckness was measured O1nly in the third sei ies, iolvo ing cornpr-ssed
batting systems; omiission of suchh ieasurenents in the firtst two phases was
unfortlunate since thickness data would have helped in intetrpretingl
ad allk
y :m'.'la.ng
the results. In the conmpression studies, thickness :measturement
were tmade, in
situ, by measuring the elevation of the upper surface of a system relat ive to that of
the bare plate. This was done using a small plumb hob attac•-hd to i line 'which
passed over pullIvs on the c-h.tmber Ceiling and then to a conlnt'tiOll on a \'ertit'al
vernier reading to 0.1 mim. Readings were taken by slowly lowering the plumb bob,
as it wohbled to and flro, 1til
the surface was just c-ontac'ted. Several readings Mt

the sample surface and at the surface of the bare plate were made during each
determination.
With this arrangement, it was possible to obtain only one
measurement oi thickness, at the center of the test section, on each sample.
Although there were undoubtedly thickness variations over the sample, these
variations could not be shown without disturbing the sample, moving the plate, or
using multiple plumb bobs. Every precaution was taken to obtain a plane surface
without wrinkles or depressions, when the sample was placed on the plate.
Thickness values are considered as representative, within + I mm, of the average
over the entire test section.
Studies with other devices
Several of the more promising insulation systems were duplicated in actual
clothing items to determine how well the effect of a particular design change, as
observed with the plate, correlated with the effect on insulation value under the
less-than-ideal conditions represented by practical clothing.
Early studies of
clothing items incorporating reflective layers were, in fact, the stimulus for the
extensive flat plate evaluations of stitching and compression effects since stitched
items failed to show the benefits which were indicated by the plate studies on
uncompressed, unstitched systems.
The general approach followed in evaluating the clothing items, using the
sectional copper hand, sectional copper foot, or single-section copper man, was
similar to that for the plate; i.e., heat loss under stable equilibium conditions was
determined by power input measurement, and converted to insulating value using
Equation 5. In measurements with the 21-section hand and 12-section foot, all
sections were brought to the same temperature by adjusting rheostats in the
heating circuits. Each section was thus "guarded" by the sections surrounding it,
minimizing lateral flow above adjacent sections. It could then be assumed that
heat to a given section was lost through the fabrics covering that section; this
permitted the calculation of sectional insulating values, as well as an overall
insulating value. Measurements on the sectional hand and foot were made in a
cabinet identical with that used for the flat plate work. The device was positioned
on a metal grille, at approximately the same he.ight above the chamber floor as the
flat plate, so that air movement over the experimental item was comparable to
that over the plate.
Studies on other clothing items were done in a large
environmental chamber on a life-size, standing copper manikin; the manikin used
was a single-circuit variety with 21 thermocouples distributed over the surface, and
contained automatic temperature control sensors like the plate sections. Methods
of control, and power measurements were the same as for the plate test section.
Surface and air temperatures were measured with a34-point strip chart recorder.
The environmental conditions for nost runs were 27 C air temperature with 50%
relative humidity, and 0.3 m's
air movement.
In addition, a few runs on
experimental sleeging bags incorporating reflective layers were made at an air
temperature of -7 C with the manikin supine.
Results and Discussion
Flat Plate Studies. To simplify the presentation and analysis of the results
obtained on the guard ring flat plate, which are rather voluminous, they have been
grouped into categories which best demonstrate general rules and principles for the
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over I cio insulation improvement in all cases (over that for control system k),
compared to, at best, 0.8 cio improvement for g and h with one layer of batting.
Finally, combinations p and q, in which a metal surface faces each batt, shew a
further increase of about 0.2 rio.
This is not a tremendous improvement
considering that two metal faces (instead of one in combinations I through o) are
effectively employed. However, one surface next to each batt is virtually "black"
so that radiant transfer is not reduced to a minimum with these arrangements. As
will be shown, further reductions may be effected by making these "black" surfaces
reflective, i.e., by using more than two reflective layers.
Actually, system k was not a true control for the two-batt systems and the
indicated benefits of the eflective films are too high. Apparently the clear plastic
layers were partially transparent to long-wave radiation, since substitution of
opaque paper or cloth layers (in thick systems studied later) produced higher dio
values.
With a transparent plastic layer between b-i!ts, the path lengths for
radiation exchange in system k would extend across the entire system, from the Tshirt layer to the outer cover; radiation heat loss would therefore be much greater
than with subdividing, opaque, radiation barriers such as paper. Thus, the clo value
for system k is too low (perhaps by 0.2 to 0.3 clo) for it to serve as a control for
comparison with systems containing reflective layers, since the metallized mylar
Was opaque, or \,er%' nearly so, to long-wave radiation.
lDcission of the results for system r in Table I has been held until last to
emphasi.ze a rather important point. This system has two reflective faces, with the
lo\%er one facing the batting, but the insulation value is less than for any other twobatting sýstemn with two rflefx-tives. The main reason for this low value is that the
f ths are separated b\ two batting layers instead of one. In essence, these layers
:onstitute one thick laver with a large temperature gradient across it. Thus, the
potential for radiant exchange between distant fibers is high. The single reflective
laver facing into the batting can reduce effects of radiation exchange bctween its
metallized surface and the fibers,
as well as effects of direct line-of-sight
exchanges with the upper film, but cannot alter interfiber exchanges. Clearly,
reflectitte layers are more effective where the batting layers are thin, and the path
la'ers short, especially if each batting is faced with reflectives.
O~nly two
refle%-titte laers can be used with one thick batt, but four could be used, to greater
effect, with two batting layers which were only half as thick.
2
4 summary of results for systems employing two layers of 68 g/in batting
and two to four films metallized on one side is given in Table 11. Also included are
value, for aluminum foil reflective layers, a NASA film (the type used as a solar
radiation shield over a malfunctioning Skylab orbiter), and the first of a series of
vapor permeable reflectives formed by bonding a sheet of metal to a fabric under
heavy pressure to cause fragmentation of the metal and force it into the fiber
interstices. The NASA film was reflective on only one side since it had an opaque
orange backing. The other films, although metallized on only one face, may have
acted as double-faced films since they were not backed by opaque material. Data
in the literature indicate that mylar or polyvinyl chloride films are partially
transparent to long-wave radiation, so that metal deposited on one face can be
"seen" by fabrics lying next to the uncoated face. Radiation from these fabrics
would therefore be reflected by the underside of the metallic coating or, in effect,
the film would act as though it had metal on both faces. Thus, the orientation of
t'ce metallic face on a one-sided film, i.e., whether or not it faced a batting layer,
should be of little consequence. Some subsequent results support this "two-sided
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hypothesis".
Although not all combinations were measured with each of the films in Table
11. it is apparent that their reflective characteristics were all similar, regardless of
thickness or manufacturer, si-ice each had about the same effect when used in a
given layer system.
The exception was the NASA reflective film with opaque
backing, which produced lower insulating values. This film seemed as shiny as the
others; however, it had only one reflective face while the others were, in effect,
It is of course possible that the metallic coating on the NASA
"two-sided".
reflective was not as effective, i.e., had higher emissivity than the other coatings.
However, the "two-sided hypothesis" seems to provide a better explanation for the
differences since the results for the NASA reflective agree more closely with those
for the backed reflective in Table i than with those for the unbacked films. For
example, in Table II combination (b), the unbacked film increased insulation (over
control) by 1.76 clo, versus 1.26 clo with NASA reflective and 1.25 clo with the
backed reflective of Table I (m minum k). For the combinations like Table 11(c),
with two metal faces next to the batts, the increases are respectively 1.92 dlo, 1.60
dlo, and 1. 51 -lo (q minus k in Table 1).
The superior ir.-ulating values with the aluminum foil reflective layers in
systems j and k indicate that neither the metallized films nor the metal-on--cloth
refletives were optimally effective for reducing radiant energy exc'hange.
Considering all factors, it would appear that the foil had lower eminssivitv (i.e., was
a better reflector) than the thin metal deposit on the films; such a thin layer was
apparently only partially reflective despite its shiny appearance. Carli (6) has in
fact shown recently byt mathematical analysis that although a ,erv thin metallit"
!.I-r (- '! ýi th,'k) is i good reflec'tor ot visible radiation, a much thicker laver is
required for the long wave, infrared radiation with which we are dealing in clothing
heat exchange.
The foil had two reflective faces, but so also did all the filfms,
except the NASA, it our "t\wo-sided" hypothesis is correct. In fact, values in Tahle
III for films metallized on both faces are not greatly different from those for
single-faced, unba,'Ked filns in Table II.
There may be one other contributing
factor, namely, that the unbacked films transmitted some !ong-wave radiation. -Ns
a result, the long paths between the two batts nay not have been as coll pletel\
eliminated as the\ %%ere with the aluminum foil. These long paths \ ere h•lcked
when the NASA r.'fleoctive was used; it had only one refle'tive face, while the foil
had two, but the difterences in insulation value (ab,it I.'5 clo) could rot possihl\ he
due to this fact alone; it must therefore be coc-luded that the deposited mnetal
layer on the filmn was not as effective as the solid foil.
The permeable, metal-ont-cloth reflective (#11237) appears to be a -ý.tist-actor%
reflective substitute for a metallized film which, being vapor
is not
impermeable,
suitable for most r lothiig applications. (lo values with this reflecti%'te are lower.
than with the translucent films but ýiigher than with the N'*\S. t liii \%whh, 10,e
th
PI1217, had only one reflective face. The metal layer was relatively thick, as %w.
alurninum foil, but its reflective characteristics were inferior since the iretalh.-ied
It should lie noted that
surface was irregular and disiontinuous (fragmented).
#/12 7 reflec'time, one of the earliest versions of this type, was less ettec-tive than
other metal-on-tabric types which were evaluated later.
Býe ause it was truly one-sided and reasonabl. opaque, results N\ith the /1i I"
certain principles regarding orientation of metal face-s t.r
reflec-tive clariaf
ii1dxiirrai efiect.
t hese results (as presented in Table 11) show %very clearlh that a
reflective surtlWae that does not face a batt has practicallv no et tect; e.g.. s~stem
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(e,, with two reflectives, has no better insulation than one with clear plastic (a),
and only about 0.3 dio more than a system with no films (not illustrated).
Reversing the two reflectives (f) adds 1.4 clo. Two reflectives facing batting have
practically the same effect, regardless of their placement, as long as the two batts
are isolated: systems c, d, g, h, i, j and k, with such configurations, all have
insulation values in the narrow range from 5.07 to 5.37 clo. In j and k, the third
reflective is incorrectly oriented and therefore its effect is practically nil.
Results for combinations utilizing double-faced film reflectives (Table Ill)
require little comment, since the clo values are only slightly higher than for
comparable systems in Table II using single-faced films (excepting the NASA
reflective values). There seems to be little advantage in pursuing films metallized
on both faces in clothing since, from all appearances, a single-faced film is equally
as effective providing it does not have an opaque backing.
Before the bonded metal-on-fabric reflectives were developed all effective
reflectives were impermeable.
Therefore, severa! combinations using either
perforated films or aluminum foil with 1.3 cm (Nz") diameter holes on a gauze
backing were studied; the perforations and holes were intended to provide some
vapor permeability.
Results for these combinations are given in Table IV.
Perforations in reflective films reduced effectiveness only slightly compared with
the continuous-film values in Table I1. However, the 1.3 cm (2') holes in aluminum
foil had a marked effect, reducing insulation value by I dlo below that of the
continuous foil; nevertheless, these values with perforated foil were still almost as
high as with unperforated mctallized f ilms (cf. Table If).
The effect of a reflective film directly exposed to the surroundings (i.e., on
the surface with the rnetallized face outward) is shown by the results in Table V.
Systems a and b, and systems c and d, have almost identical clo values, which
indicates that an outer reflective has about the same effect as one within a
polyester batting system, at least for the case where the metallized surface is
facing outward toward a batting layer.
This suggests that a reflective laver
reduces the radiant exchange across a batting layer as much as it does across a free
air space, i.e., from a batting surface to the surroundings. Perhaps this stateMrent
is an oversimplification, since a batting surface is undefined for radiant exchange;
i.e., the radiation passing to the surroundings is only partly emitted from the
exposed surface fibers while the rest may come from within the batting.
Ef ficacy of permeable ref lectives.
A series of measurements was made to compare the effects of a variety of
bonded metal-on-fabric reflectives made by the same pri.ess as /11237, discussed
earlier.
For proprietary reasons, none of these can be described or given the
manufacturer's designation, except one prepared under contract for the U.S. .\rmv
Natick Re earch and Development Command (NARADCOM reflective), which was
a 37 g/m
ripstop nylon with metal pressed into the surface.
.I
of these
reflectives were evaluated in systems cyntaining 2 layers of 136 g/mrn continuous
filament batting, ip place of the 68 g/rn short staple fiber baiting used earlier. In
addition, 204 g/m cotton sateen layers were substituted for clear plastic in the
control system for this series of measurements.
Results of a series of
measurements using the NARADCOM reflective in the most promising configuritions are given in Table VI. In combination c, two ref lectives separated by a double
layer of batting increase insulation ,over the control (b) by 1.4 c lo. ml additionai
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0.2 clo is obtained simply by inserting a layer of sateen to subd'vide the long paths
through the two batts (d). In combination e, this layer is made reflective but the
lower one is incorrectly oriented, (i.e., toward the plate) so that the net increase is
only 0.3 clo. Reversing the lower reflective to face the batting has a marked
effect, increasing insulation by 0.7 cio (f). The middle reflective is obviously quite
vital since it provides a net insulation increase of over 1.2 clo (f vs c), primarily
becausc of its reflective surface but also because of its subdividing effect. The
orientation of this reflective seems unimportant (cf. f and g) but addition of a
second reflective, facing in the opposite direction, in the middle produces an
obvious added benefit of well over I clo (h). This approach (system h) in which
reflective surfaces lace one another across each batt, is obviously tCie optimal
configuration.
Higher insulation might be provided by reducing the batting
thickness and compensating for this reduction by increasing the number of batts
and reflective layers. Such a combination unfortunately might not be practical
owing to the large number of layers.
Five additional bonded, metal-on~fabric reflectiYes employing cotton fabrics
ranging in weight from 136 to 272 g/m (4 to 8 oz/yd ) were subsequently stucdied,
usinj systems similar to f and h in Table VI (except that the inner and outer 37
g/m (1.1 oz) nylon layers were omitted). With the three-reflective systems (as in
f) insulation values for these metal-on-fabric reflectives ranged from 8.45 to 8.68
clo; the much thinner, open weave NARADCOM reflective used in this system
configuration produced a value of 8.66 clo. With four reflectives (as in h), values
ranged from 9.39 to 9.52 clo, while the NARADCOM reflective provided 9.45 clo.
It appears that insulation value was reasonably independent of the characteristics
and weight of the base fabric to which the metal was bonded. All of these
reflectives were reasonably permeable; however, no measurements of evaporative
transfer capabilities, i.e., of Woodcock's moisture permeability index (24) were
made.
Effect of reflective layers in f cam insulation systems.
In a system comprising open or closed cell foams, radiant heat exchange plays
only a minor role since the path lengths for radiant energy transfer are short.
Therefore, reflective surfaces within a foam system should not appreciably
increase insulation value. This is confirmed by the results presented in Tahle VII,
for combinations employing two foam layers in conjunction with double-faced
metallized films. With 1.3 cm (N2") polyurethane foam, two reflectives increased
insulation by only 0.4 clo above that using non-metallized layers (combinations c
versus a)i three reflectives increased insulation by only 0.5 clo (d versus b). The
benefits of three ref lectives were even smaller with thinner foam layers, about 0.2
clo with 0.3 cm W81") ensolite and 0.4 clo with I cm (3/8") ensolite. An additional
0.2 clo increase was obtained with the I cm ensolite in system e because one
reflective surface was exposed; this exposed reflective reduced radiation exchange
with the surroundings and, in effect, increased the insulation value of the overlying
air layer.
Benefits can be produced by metallized layers in foam systems if the foam
sheets have cutouts or are fabricated in some other fashion to produce open areas.
This fact was demonstrated by stagger-slitting 0.3 cm (1/8") ensolite and stretching
it to form a diamond pattern. Two layers opened up in this manner and employed in
layering arrangment d of Table VII, (i.e., with three double-faced rcflectives)
20
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produced a clo value of 5.02, versus 2.66 clo with plain plastic interlayers, as in
combination b. In this system, there was perhaps 70% open area and the ref lectives
merely blocked radiant exchange through the air spaces. This approach or a similar
one using open compartments with thin foam barriers appears to have some merit,
since the system can be made more resistant to compression than polyester batting
systems and need not contain large amounts of foam, thus making it competitive,
weightwise, with polyester battings. It is noteworthy that several U.S. companies
and Russian scientists (1) are conducting studies on this type of system; i.e., one in
which two reflective layers are separated by a grid of foam or felt spacing material
bonded to one or both ref lectives.
Effects of stitching polyester batting systems with reflective layers.
Since polyester batting is easily compressed, it was anticipated that stitching
a batting system would reduce the value of reflective layers in the system. In the
region of the stitches, the batting would be thinner (compressed) and more dense,
reducing the potential for radiant heat transfer and thus the possible benefits frT n
ref lec, ive layers. The results of a series of experiments on systems of 68 g/in (2
oz/yd ) staple-fiber batts combined with three layers of aluminum foil are given in
Table VIII. The first three combinations were unstitched and uncompressed; these
combinations were then joined together with straight rows of stitches 10 cm (4")
apart; finally, the combinations were cross-stitched to form 10 cm (4") squares. As
will be seen, the effects of stitching were disastrous. With no stitching, metallic
layers produced increases of about 2.2 clo over the control value. With rows of
stitching, the benefit with the foil layers was reduced to about I clo and, with the
s stems stitched into squares, to only about 0.3 clo; the latter is so small that it
has little importance insofar as protection is concerned. Only slightly better
results were obtained when the spacing between rows of stitches was increased to
I S : mn (6"). It is obvious that, if reflectives are to be succeessfully applied in cold
weather clothing, some method of joining and stabilizing the fabrics which will not
@,ompress them will have to be found. One possibility is use of physical spacers to
Prevent compression of the- polyester batting. Some results with stiff waffle-weave
spacers are given later.
'tudies of compressed batting systems.
In an effort to interpret the findings with stitched systems, the effecTs of
varving amounts of compression on ref
tive layer systems were studied using a
single system of two 136 g/m (4 oz/yd ) batts and three bonded reflectives. The
methods for applying the compressive forces and measuring thickness have been
otutlined previously. Results of this sequence of measurements are shown in Figure
2, a plot of insulation versus system thic.pess. Two curves are shown; one for a
control system utilizing 204 g/m (6 oz/yd )cotton sateen layers and the other for
similar systems employing two different bonded reflectives.
Both of these
ref lectives were of approximately the same weight and thickness as the sateen.
It is immediately apparent from Figure 2 that the insulation of the control
system does not increase linearly with thickness. When it is heavily compressed
ki.e., thickness less than 1.5 cm), insulation increases linearly by 1.6 clo per cin (4
clo per inch) as with conventional fabrics. However, as batting density decreases,
the change with thickness becomes progressively smaller because of the increased
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Loss in effectiveness of reflective layers as polyester batting systems
are compressed.
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transfer.
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thickness,

wish

the system

compressed only by the weight of the hardware cloth (i1.2 kg * i- ), the slope of
the curve falls to 0.9 doi per cm (2.3 clo per inch) and at 4 cm, uncompressed, the
slope is only 0.6 tio per cm (1.5 ctI per inch).
The net result is that tile
uncompressed batting system has about 30 pement less insulating valie than. a
comparably thick, conventional fabric system which increases insulation linearly at
a 1.6 tio per cm (4 cti per inch) rate.
Figure 2 illustrates clearly that reflective layers do not import SULpe-rinsulating qualities to a batting system; they primarily serve to restore the loss of
insulation associated with tile radiant heat exchange in less dense materials. The
data [x)ints for the batting systems with ref lectives essentially lie on a straight line
up to about 3 cm thickness; at greater thickness and lower density, the plints
appear to fall slightly below this line but not nearly as dramatically as for the
control system. The slope of the straight line for medium to high densities is 1.,
po
per cm (4.66 dio per inch) or 16%1 higher than for a conventional I., clo per cm
system. Thus, by reducing radiant heat loss, reflective layers night increase tile
insulating value of a moderately dense system by up to 161,,, but nio inort.
Tlhe fact that the curve for the reflective systems tends to droop at the
lowest densities merely indicates that not all radiati-n exchange is eliminated.
This is partly due to failure to include a fourth, upward taring :e lec-tive bet•ween
the batts, which would have reduced radiant transfer in the outer bati; however,
the metallic .surfaces would, even then, not completely eliminate radiant transfer
since they art- not perfect reflectors. In addition, they obviouslh cKinot jffect
radiation exchange between fibers within a batting layer.
In Figure e, tile two curves have a common intercept of thooi 1.3 clo at ero
thickness, which is Considerably higher than the 0.5 cio \al,w t or the bounidcary air
layer on the hare, heated flat plate. I Under normal ctir,'stances, here theit ah i,
surface is flat, its boundary layer value is practically the switr- as for tVi hare
plate, i.e., about 0.5 clo. This contribution, as noted earlier, is rh luded ii alti no
values measured on the plate. The hIgh, 1.3 clo intercept was ohtainedbecaUse the
sur face was depressed mncore over the test section thanl1arouMd the edges of the
guard; this occurred hecause the cooling rack was undersized tot the plate. This
depressiori produced a thicker-than-noimal air laver over the test seCtIonl a.id,
henwe, an elevated

boundarv laver instilation.

A ith rdctletlid pre-sstlre (thitkei

svstern), the height differential would be smaller so that. %%ith Ilokrssue
ap'l lied,
the normal 0.5 clo boundary laver value should be restored. I '1. e-ildent theretorte
that the slo'pes of

the curllvYes forh intrinsic insulation,

I.e..

of

tht, .ý;\sterirs alonl.

shoulId be greater thani shown in Figure 2; i.e., tihe intrinsic irsiliatlion of the
ref lective svsteml should vary from 0 at zero thickness (obtained b- subtracting I.3
'lo), to 5.3 tio it 4.5 di (c.S CIO total minuIs 0.5 rIto) for the boundary laver). ]'lit,
aveorage slope froin 0 to 4.5 cmil is then 1.84 clo/cin (4.68 c rIninstead kit the I .tr
c lo/cm (4.2 3 clo/in) derived from total insulation values.
S,s.mce.

to reduce compression in batting systeols.

Frulti thle results in Figure 2, it is apparent wkhy stitchvig 1er-e.t;,s
the
,fIr,
vrries,, of reflectives in a polhester battirig sMs ternll.
,opressmonr
of the
bat tmg and the increased density near the stitches reduces the poteontial tot adiarit
tr.i!nsier
e\ilth
in the batting, and thus decreases possible
ei'litU s ot retlbc tiye
virlfac-s iri tire systemll. JLudging frcm, the results in Table V Ill, compressio1 f rom
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Additional evidence that the spacers minimize batting compression under load
is provided by the control (i.e., with sateen layers) insulating values for the spacer
system. These values are generally about 1 clo lower, at comparable thicknesses,
than those for the system without spacers, indicating much higher radiant
exchange. A Uine through the spacer system points at 2.5 and 3.2 cm has a slope of
only 0.86 clo/cm (2.18 clo/inch), or about the same as for the no-spacer control
system under minimal load (thickness > 3.8 cm). At 1.9 cm, (4.1 kg weight), this
slope increases to only about 1.0 clo/cm (2.54 clo/inch). The change in slope is
much more gradual than in the control curve for the no-spacer system, indicating
that, whh spacers, the dependence of radiant heat transfer on thickness is greatly
reduced.
The single point in Figure 4 for a spaced reflective system without batting
falls on the same line as for the system containing batting. This suggests that the
batting provided the same hisulation value as the empty air spaces within the
corrugated spacers. This would be possible only if the batting had very low density
and did not appreciably impede either convective or radiant exchange. Otherwise
its insulation would have been greater than for an empty space and the total value
for the system without batting would most certainly have fallen below the locus of
points for the system with batting.
Even though clo/cm values under moderate to heavy loads were lower for the
reflective soacer system, its overall protection characteristics were superior to
those for the system without spacers. With 4.1 kg of weight, this system (1.0 cm
thick) provided 3.2 clo of insulation; under the same load the spacer system was 1.9
cm thick and provided 4.5 clo, or about 40% more insulation.
Experiments were also conducted to determine whether a spacer would
reduce the detrimental effects of stitching on the benefit from reflective layers.
Systems comprising a layer of 68 gfm batting with a corrugated spacer betweer.
either a) two metal-on-cloth reflectives or b) two sateen (control) layers, wvere
studied unstitched and with stitched rows 10 cm apart. Insulation values were
measured under no load and with 0.48 kg load.
With no load, the reflective layers increased insulation (over the contro'
values) by 0.84 clo unstitched, and by 0.45 clo with stitched rows 10 cm apart. This
46% loss of effectiveness due to stitching was only slightly less than that for a
system without spacers (cf. Table VilI-50% less benefit with stitching). With a 0.48
kg load on the spacer system, stitching reduced the benefit of the reflectives by
only 34% but the system would have been compressed (by the 0.48 kg weight) even
without stitching.
One should not discard the spacer concept purely on the basis of these
findings. It is possible that other spacer configurations would provide more
resistance to compression effects, especially if stitching tension were reduced or
alternate methods of jcining the fabrics were employed. However, if spacers are
employed, attention must be paid to their effect on total thickness, since too much
The single spacer system used to study the effects of
bulk is unacceptable.
stitching was entirely too thick as a liner in the standard Arctic trousers or parka,
and badly stretched the garment shells; possibly because of this mismatch,
insulation of an Arctic ensemble employing reflective liners of this design was no
higher than with the conventional polyester batting liners, which employ no
ref lectives or spacers.
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Results for actual clothing systems and other iidividual protection items.
A number of Arc tic parka and trouser liners, sleeping bags, and cold weather
handwear and footweztr items incorporating reflective layers were fabricated for
evaluation on other physical devices such as the copper manikin, or a sectional
copper hand or foot. In these actual clothing items, the ref lectives were located in
positions and orientations which, according to the flat plate results, would have the
greatest promise for improving insulation.

a.

Ref lectives in Arctic parka and trouser liners.

The initial study involved a comparison of the insulation values of the
standard A Arctic uniform, which included M-65 Arctic Trouser and Parka
polyc:,-or batting liners, with that of the same emsemble but with reflec-tive films
included in the liners. The liners were layered as in system k, Table II. Total
insulation for this ensemble was .5S clo, only 5.7% greater than the 4.33 clo value
measured on the standard A ensemble with no reflectives. In subsequent studies,
insulatioi increase was determined with (a) two reflective flims facing a 136 ghm
(4 oz/yd ) continuous filament polyester b'tt in the 2 Arctic parka and trouser liners,
Vb,two ref lective f ilms fac ing a 204 g/m (6 oz/yd ) continuous f ilament polyester
bate in the field jacket and trouser liners, and (c) the same arrangement and
placement as in (b) except that the liners were made up of alternating 10 cin (4")
squares with and without reflective films (i.e., in a checkerboard pattern); this
arrangement was employed to improve the evaporative heat transfer characteristics of the ensemble, which were unsatisfactorv wit'- continuous reflective fil"Is
(impermeable) in the liners. The ensembles in (b) and (0) did not inc'lude Arc.tic
parka or trousers, or their liners. Results were as follows:
Insularion
Liner System
Liner Locxation
Value

S~((lo)

37 g/m2 ripstop covers plus:
'a)

ReflectiVes c l 36g/m 2 batt
136 g/m batt (conitiol)

Arc'tic parka and trousers
Arctic parka and trousers

Increase with reflectives
(b)

Retflecties c 204g/mnbatt
204 g/i.Z batt (control)

4 51
4.40

- I1%

Field jacket and trouxsets
Field jacket and trousers

1. 0
1.

Increase with reflectives = 4.2%
(c) 50% Ref lc-tives c 204g/mihatt Field jacket and troxusers
Field jacket and trotisers
204 g/m hatt (controll
Ih.crease with ref lectives 4.2%
4For some

iunexplained reason,

1.41
11.1s

the insulat~on value with alternating squares of

reflective film (only 50% area co,.erage) was
c ontinuous. Theoreticalivy the higher ,adiation
which had no reflective Mihns shooed have
importantly, the use of aiternating squtir-N
10

the same as when the films were
transfer across those hatting sites
loA ered insulation value.
More
of tflilif
nrc-rascd pt-ntfa' .. r

P

evaporative heat loss to 2.4 times that for the ensemble with continuous film liners
(system b).
One final experiment, in which two metal-on-fabric reile-Ctives facing a 136
i/m batt and a corrugated net spacer were used as liners for tLk- Arctic parka and
T ,.-compensate for the
trousers, failed to show any real benefit of a spacer.
extreme bulkiness of these liners, the field jacket and trousers and their liners were
omitted from the ensemble; the outer garments otherwise would have been severely
compressed. Total insulation was 3.94 clo with the reflectives in the liners versus
3.89 clo when plain cloth was substituted for the reflectives.
This barely
detectable difference is of no practical importance.
b.

Reflective layers in sleeping systems.

Only limited data were collected to suggest effects of radiation barriers
on insulation of sleeping systems. In one such evaluation, a standard mountain bag
was encased in a blanket made from a reflective with polyester fibers pulled
through a multiplicity of needle punched holes in a metal layer to form a layer 3.2
mm (1/8") thick. The insulating value, measured with the system on a standard
inflatable pad was 5.80 clo, versus 5.69 dlo with the bag encased in a standard
poncho blanket. This benefit of the reflective layer, i.e., 0.11 clo, is obviously not
an adequate return for the increased complexity of the reflective-type blanket.
c.

Reflective lavers in handwear items.

The extensive stitching required in fabricating a mitten or glove liner,
plus the unavoidable batting compression which occurs around the finger tips with a
mitten, and between fingers with a glove, suggested there would be only limited
benefit from ref lectives incorporated in a handwear system. Several evaluations of
new, and used, Arctic mitten systems consisting of a wool mitten, polyester batting
liner, and an Arctic shell on the sectional copper hand confir,ned this predic-tion. In
general, reflective films in the polyester liner increased overall hand protection by
from 3 to 10,k for new mitten systems (from 1.80 to 1.92 co on the average); Ulii
percentage increase was reasonably consistent over the hand surface. H-owever.
the insulation over the finger tips, the most critical area, was increased by the
The irnreaso in this irea is
retlectives from 1.57 clo to 1.72 cIo, on average.
impressive and may have physiological significance insofar as hand protetiron is
concerned. After field use, these mittens all snowed a oecrease of abtoxt 0.2 'lo in
overall insulation due to compression and shifting of the polvester batting in the
liners. The reflective films also separated wherever they were stitched, but this
did not cause a proncounced loss (less than 0.? clo) in overall insulation
effectiveness. The average insulation over the fingertips in the used syste-ms was
raised from 1.45 to 1.56 cIo, or about S3%o, by the reflectives. Further investigation
of reflectives in extreme-cold handwear seems justified, particularlv in view of an
initial evaluation of the use of reflectives in combination with auxiliary heating
systems which showed some improvement in efficier'v ot applied heat w.hen
reflective layers were included.
d.

Reflectives in footwear.
Use of reflectives in comnentional footwear is generall
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not indicated

since low density battings and fabrics are normally not employed; more dense
materials are required to provide foot stability while walking. One application with
considerable promise, however, is in a lightweight polyester batting bootee for
providing supplementary foot insulation while sleeping in the cold. Such an item
could be of simple construction, and easily stored during the day. More importantly, our measurements of three versions of these boots indicate that, even
without ref lectives, they provided more insulation overall than either the standard
cold-wet or cold-dry insulated boot;, this is made possible by their simple,
uncompressed construction. The versions studied on the sectionalj opper foot had a
layerinlý arrangement like that in (k), Table II, i.e., with 37 g/m nylon faces, two
68 g/m batts, and three reflective films. One version had, in addition, a nylon
oxford cover and thin canvas sole, a second had the sole but no cover, and a third
had a glove leather sole and oxford cover. The ref lectives increased overall
insulation by from 7% to 25% (0.2 to 0.5 clo), compared with control bootees
without any films; compression of the batting when attaching the leather sole
(bootee #3) was responsible for the lowest (7%) increase. The best bootee, version
#1, had an overall insulation, with ref lectives, of 2.3 clo, compared with 1.7 clo for
the standard cold-dry vapor barrier boot. In this version, the toe cap insulation was
1.65 clo, versus 1.85 clo for the cold dry boot, but most of the other foot areas
were better protected in the bootee than in the vapor barrier boot. These items
appear to have promise as tent socks or could significantly extend the comfort
range of a cold weather sleeping system with minimal weight increase.
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